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Abstract
Our aim is for Wibson to be a blockchain-based, decentralized data marketplace that
provides individuals a way to securely and anonymously sell information in a trusted
environment. The combination of the Wibson token and blockchain-enabled smart contracts
hopes to allow Data Sellers and Data Buyers to transact with each other directly while providing
individuals the ability to maintain anonymity as desired.
Wibson intends that its data marketplace once finalized and operational will provide
infrastructure and financial incentives for individuals to securely sell personal information
without sacrificing personal privacy. Data Buyers receive information from willing and actively
participating individuals with the benefit of knowing that the personal information should be
accurate and current.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The Internet is a fundamentally decentralized system that links billions of inter-connected
devices to improve communication, access to information, and economic possibilities for billions
of people across the globe. Yet despite its distributed nature, giant technology companies have
cleverly used the underlying technical protocols to build layers of proprietary applications that
capture and control massive amounts of personal data. In today’s economy, data equals money.
The top five companies (Google, Facebook, Apple, Microsoft and Amazon) boast a combined
market value of almost $3.5 trillion. That’s greater than the 2017 GDP of any single country in
the world except for the US, China, Japan, and nearly equivalent to the GDP of number 4
Germany. Not to mention that hundreds of millions of citizens’ personal information has been
compromised over the last few years.
The recent Equifax security breach [1] is just one of many incidents that underline the problem
with individual’s personal data. Under the current system, individuals have absolutely no control
over how Equifax, and other data brokers, collect, protect, and use their personal data.
Although governmental bodies and consumer rights organizations, especially in the European
Union, are trying to maintain an appropriate balance of transparency, use, and access when it
comes to personal data, they are fighting an uphill battle.
This broken data ecosystem misallocates data’s value away from its rightful owner –the
individual– and prevents society from effectively tackling many of its biggest challenges.
The time has come for citizens to regain control over their personal data and actively participate
in the value it creates.
1.2

Wibson Overview

We propose a new market-based approach that leverages the latest developments in blockchain,
cryptography and market design to level the playing field between data consumers (companies,
organizations) and data owners (essentially, individuals).
Wibson is seeking to create a blockchain-based, decentralized data marketplace that provides the
infrastructure for individuals to securely and anonymously sell personal information that is
validated for accuracy. Wibson is built up on a set of core principles: transparency, anonymity,
fairness, censorship resistant, and the individual’s ultimate control over the use of their personal
information.
In the Wibson marketplace, citizens, for the first time, will be able to participate in an efficiently
functioning, decentralized data marketplace that provides both financial incentives and control
over their personal information, all without sacrificing privacy.
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1.3

Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the notion of a data
marketplace that is decentralized and privacy preserving in Section 2, along with a division in
generic components of the functionality required by such a marketplace. We present in Section 3
our construction of the Wibson protocol, which provides a marketplace with the key properties
of a general dPDM. We define the participants, components, data structures, incentives and
mechanism of the protocol. Section 4 delves into the current Wibson implementation, detailing
the decentralized applications developed. Section 5 provides a brief conclusion. Section 6 and
Section 7 provide some further details on Wibson Limited and the risks associated with the
project.

2.

Definition of a Decentralized, Privacy-Preserving Data Marketplace

2.1

Marketplace Definitions

We introduce the notion of a Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Data Marketplace (dPDM).
Definition 2.1. A Data Marketplace (DM) is a platform for the trade of information which
provides:
–

Infrastructure where sellers offer their personal information in exchange for
something of value from buyers;

–

Data evaluation and valuation mechanisms;

–

Incentives for all market participants to act honestly; and

–

Incentives for all participants to ensure data quality, including an enforcement
mechanism to guard against low-quality data.

Definition 2.2. A Decentralized Data Marketplace (dDM) is a DM such that:
–

There is no central authority to actively regulate market participants.

–

There is no central data repository; individuals maintain full control of their personal
information at all times.

–

In place of a central funds repository, participants maintain control of their own funds
in a distributed manner.

Definition 2.3. A Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Data Marketplace (dPDM) is a dDM which
allows users to sell private information, while providing them the following privacy guarantees:
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–

There is no central authority to actively regulate market participants.

–

There is no central data repository; individuals maintain full control of their personal
information at all times.

–

In place of a central funds repository, participants maintain control of their own funds
in a distributed manner.

There are (at least) 2 kinds of participants in a dPDM: Sellers and Buyers.
2.2

Generic Components of a dPDM

We have divided the functionality required by a dPDM into a set of components, that we
describe very briefly in this section. Section 3.2 will provide more details on how these
components are constructed in the Wibson protocol.
Decentralized Auditable Data Storage: Data Sellers store their own data encrypted and
available off-chain,1 preventing unauthorized users from accessing it. The blockchain2
stores hashes of the data, but not the data themselves, allowing later proof of existence.
When required by the protocol the Sellers must provide their data for audits to a trusted
mutually agreed third party.
Querying System: Data Buyer communication system to request data from Data Sellers.
Data Pricing Mechanism: Mechanism to assign Data prices and transact data operations.
Data Payment System: System to transfer tokens securely and efficiently between market
participants.
Incentive System: System that provides mechanisms and incentives to verify data is
trustworthy, and incentivize honest marketplace participant behavior.

3.

Wibson: a Decentralized Data Marketplace

In this section, we present the Wibson Decentralized Data Marketplace. Wibson will aim to
provide a marketplace inspired by the dPDM definitions, while allowing for tradeoffs that are
practical and necessary to ensure a market adapted to today’s industry structure. Part of the
protocol is executed on-chain, and part off-chain.

1

1This can be a client side storage, or a cached distributed system like IPFS (InterPlanetary File System) [2].
2A blockchain is an open, distributed ledger that can record transactions between several parties efficiently and in
a verifiable and permanent way. First introduced by [3].
2
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3.1

Marketplace Participants

The protocol is conducted by three types of market participants: Data Sellers (Seller), Data
Buyers (Buyer), and Notaries.
Data Seller: The Seller owns data and has rights to sell that data. The typical case is an
individual selling his/her personal data.
We denote the set of Sellers as S = {S1, .. . , Sm}.
Data Buyer: Any entity who wants to purchase data.
We denote the set of Buyers as B = {B1, .. . , Bn}.
Notary: We introduce the role of Notary as a verification system to verify participants
information when required, verify data quality and trustworthiness when required, and
arbitrate in case of conflict between Data Sellers and Data Buyers.
We denote the set of Notaries as N = {N1, ... , Np}.
To qualify as a Notary, the Notary must have access to ground truth information with
respect to the data being exchanged in the marketplace. In other words, the Notary will
be an entity with information from their own files on the Data Sellers and will be able to
verify that information.
We expect all Notaries to have public identities and an off-chain reputation. We have
provided real-world examples of Notaries which can participate in the marketplace in
Section 3.5.
We say that the marketplace is decentralized since any participant which qualifies can
enter the marketplace as Data Seller, Data Buyer or Notary. There is no central authority
which controls the participation in the market, or gives/denies permission to act in the
market. This is a clear contrast with most common marketplaces, controlled by a central
authority.
3.2

Wibson Components

Seller Decentralized and Auditable Data Storage. The market provides a de-centralized and
auditable storage system, where private data is stored on the client side, and the
blockchain provides references to the data, but not the data themselves.
Off-chain: Each Seller hosts its own data, encrypted, on their own devices (mobile phone
or computer). Data transfers from Sellers to Buyers are performed off-chain.
On-chain: The blockchain stores hashes of the Sellers’ Data, which serve as references
to the Data. The unencrypted data can be required by the Notary in case of an audit.
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We consider an Augmented Chain that contains the references to the Data on the
blockchain (i.e., containing all the Sellers’ data hashes) and the client-side (off-chain)
data that is referenced by the hashes. This Augmented Chain effectively contains all the
data of the system, and is always accessible to the Notary in case of audit. If the Seller
fails to provide his/her data to the Notary in case of conflict or in case of being audited,
the Notary arbitrates against the Seller.
Querying System for Buyers. On-chain: Buyers communicate their data requirements by
placing Data Orders on the blockchain.
Data Pricing Mechanism. On-chain: The Buyer publishes on the blockchain the price offered
for each Data Order. After selecting Data Responses, the Buyer publishes on the
blockchain the selected Sellers, the price paid, and the hashes of the data.
Payment System. On-chain: The initial implementation uses Ethereum smart-contracts [4, 5]
and an ERC20 token [6] using the Zeppelins implementation Standard Token. The initial
supply is 9.000.000.000 tokens with nine decimals.
Incentive System. System that provides mechanisms and incentives to certify participants,
verify that data is trustworthy, and incentivize honest marketplace participant behavior.
On-chain: Notaries audit transactions by signing them on the blockchain. The result of
Notary audits is added to transactions on the blockchain and used to reward or penalize
relevant market participants.
Off-chain: Verification is performed by Notaries based on their proprietary information.
Notaries earn tokens by verifying participant’s information, validating data, resolving
conflicts or from selected audits.
Decentralized Applications for participants to interact with the system. Wibson provides
Decentralized Applications (dApps) to support Data Sellers, Data Buyers, and Notaries’
participation in the marketplace.
3.3

Definitions for Wibson Protocol

3.3.1

Data Ontology

Definition 3.1. The Data Ontology is a publicly available document that formalizes naming,
definition, structure and relationships [7] for the marketplace’s data and can be used as a
reference to generate Audiences and Data Requests.
The Data Ontology is comprised of a comprehensive variable list that defines available
Data Entities, Data Query Models for each variable type, and Audience Query Models to filter
available Data Sellers. Each particular implementation must define variables available in each
category.
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Given the publicly available definition of Data Ontology, a Data Buyer requests a
particular Data Entity (e.g., browsing history) with additional parameters defined in the Data
Query Model (e.g., two days of history) from an audience defined in the Audience Query Model
(e.g., men who reside in Spain).
Data Entity: Specific data owned by a Data Seller.
–

Example 1: Browsing history.

–

Example 2: Historical credit card transactions.

–

Example 3: Seller’s mobile phone Ad ID.

Data Query Model: A set of parameters that Data Buyers use to define the specific data
amount, quality and type requested within a particular Data Entity.
–

Example 1: Two days of Data Seller browsing history beginning on January 1, 2017.

–

Example 2: All online credit card transactions

Audience Query Model: A set of variables and values (or value ranges) that Data Buyers use to
request data from relevant Data Sellers.
–
3.3.2

– Example: Gender=Women, Age≥40, Income≥$200000, Current Residency=Spain.

Requirements for Participants of the Wibson Protocol

Data Seller: In order to participate in the Wibson protocol, a Data Seller S is required to have:
–

Master Ethereum address to send and receive payments [4, 5].

–

Public/private keys for signing transactions and encrypting data.

–

Audience attributes.

Data Buyer: In order to participate in the protocol, a Data Buyer B is required to have:
–

Ethereum address to send and receive payments.

–

Public/private keys for signing transactions and encrypting data.

–

Off-chain address to receive Data Responses.

–

Off-chain address to receive Data.

Note: the off-chain address may be an URL or an IP address in the implementation of the
protocol.
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Notary: In order to participate in the protocol, a Notary N is required to have:
–

Ethereum address to send and receive payments.

–

Public/private keys for signing transactions and encrypting data.

–

Off-chain address to receive Data.

Mandatory: The Notary N must reveal his public identity, by publishing his Ethereum address
and public key in a publicly verifiable place.

3.3.3

Data Order

Data Orders placed on-chain by Data Buyers include (i) audience, (ii) data re-quested, (iii) the
Data Buyer’s public key, (iv) address to upload Data Seller’s responses and data via HTTPS
post, (v) price per response, (vi) list of notaries with their fee, terms of service and signature in
agreement, (vii) minimum audit budget, and (viii) terms and conditions of data use.
Audience A: The audience is a filter of potential sellers for the Data Order, written in terms of
the Audience Query Model defined in a publicly published data ontology.
–

Example: Gender=Women, Age≥40, Income≥$200000, Current Residency=Spain.

Data Requested R: The Data requested is a list of Data Entities with certain parameters
(defined in the Data Query Model), in addition to the Audience. The data requested can
be empty.
–

Example 1: Credit card transactions over the last seven days.

–

Example 2: Desktop browsing history over the last thirty days

–

Example 3: Seller’s mobile phone Ad ID.

Note: A Data Buyer can create a Data Order with an empty Data Requested field in order
to estimate how many Data Sellers match certain criteria. In this case, the Data Buyer is
paying for information about the total number of Data Sellers that match the Data
Buyer’s specified criteria.
Address to Upload Data Seller’s Responses and Data UB: Public address (e.g. public URL) to
which the Buyer can receive data.
List of Notaries L: Buyers specify Notaries who are eligible to audit transactions, based on the
match between Data Requested and Notary’s verification capabilities.
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Minimum Audit Budget ma: The protocol forces Data Buyers to set a minimum mandatory
cost, which is deployed as a minimum budget assigned for audits conducted by selected
Notary/ies which could be executed not only in completed orders, but also in
uncompleted ones. This prevents Data Buyers from creating massive amounts of queries
without cost.
3.3.4

Data Response

The Data Response is sent off-chain by the Sellers to the Buyers. The Data Response includes:
(i) address to receive payment, (ii) hash of data, (iii) selected Notary who is included in Notary
list and has signed transaction, (iv) the data order to which it belongs, (v) the price of that data
order, and (vi) signature to add transaction into blockchain.
Payment Address Ei: Ethereum wallet address to receive Data Buyer payment.
Hash of Data 𝐻 𝐷# : Written on the blockchain to guarantee the immutability of the
unencrypted Data. We take H as the hash function SHA-256 [8].
Selected Notary Ni*: Data Seller has to select which Notary should audit transaction. The
Notary should be included in the list of Notaries L (of the Data Order) and should have
signed transaction (Ni* ∈ L*).
Signature to Add Transaction Into Blockchain sigSi:
contract.
3.4

To authenticate Data Seller Si in

Protocol Description

We present here the mechanisms and flow of operations of the Wibson protocol. The normal
flow of operations is represented in Figure 1.
1. A Data Buyer B creates a Data Order query DO = 〈A, R, PKB, UB, ma, tc〉and sends it
to all the Notaries he wants to include, in order to obtain their fees, terms of service for
the DO and their signatures over all this information in agreement with the conditions
described by the Data Buyer. The DO includes:
(i)

audience A,

(ii)

data requested R,

(iii)

the Data Buyer’s public key PKB,

(iv)

public URL to upload Data Seller’s responses and encrypted data via HTTPS post
UB ,

(v)

minimum audit budget ma,
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(vi)

terms and conditions of data use tc.

2. The Data Buyer sends the Data Order to the smart contract adding also the list of notaries
with their fees, terms of services and signatures L = {Nk1, ..., Nks},. The tokens
(corresponding to minimum audit budget ma) leave the Data Buyer’s control.

Figure 1: Wibson’s normal flow of operations.
3. Sellers monitor Data Orders and look for opportunities where they:
(i)

match Data Order’s audience A,

(ii)

agree on data requested R,

(iii)

accept suggested Notary (only one),
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(iv)

accept the Data Order price p,

(v)

accept terms and conditions of data use.

4. Data Sellers may send Data Responses to Data Buyer’s public URL (off-chain). Data
Response 𝐷𝑅 = 𝐸# , 𝐷𝑂, 𝑝, 𝜎# , 𝐻 𝜎# ||𝐷# , 𝑁#∗ , 𝑡𝑐, 𝑠𝑖𝑔4# includes:
(i)

address Ei to receive the payments,

(ii)

the Data Order’s address DO,

(iii)

the price p of the Data Order (for which they are willing to sell requested data),

(iv)

hash of unencrypted data Di computed using SHA-256 [8]:
𝐻 𝐷#

,

(v)

selected Notary Ni∗ ∈ L∗ who is included in the list of Notaries L∗ who have
signed the transaction.

(vi)

link to the accepted terms and conditions of data use tc,

(vii)

the Data Seller’s signature over all of the above sigSi (to add the transaction in the
blockchain).

No Data Seller data is sent at this point.
5. Data Buyer B chooses the set of Data Sellers T from whom he wants to buy and add them
to the Data Order contract.
Tokens to pay Data Sellers leave the Data Buyer’s control at this point (the selection
happens on-chain in the transaction). The Data Buyer also pays for an eventual audit, if
the minimum budget for audit was already surpassed. In the case that Data Buyer B does
not select any Data Seller (and thus does not complete the purchase): if the Data Order
was selected for audit, the Notaries Nk ∈ L share the payment of the minimum audit
budget (without any further action required from the Notaries).
6. Data Sellers listen for approved Data Responses.
7. Data Sellers Si ∈ T who have their offer approved upload the data file (encrypted with the
public key of the Data Buyer PKB) to the requested address UB.
8. Once the Data Buyer receives the personal information, the next step is to close the
transaction and transfer the tokens accordingly.
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In order to close a Data Response over a Data Order, the Data Buyer must check with the
Notary if the data must be notarized or not. Then the Notary will hand over the Data
Buyer a signed certificate specifying one of the following scenarios:
(a) The Data will not be notarized.
(b) The Data was notarized and is valid.
(c) The Data was notarized and is invalid.
Unless the Data Buyer specifically asks the Notary to audit a Data Seller, it is up to the
Notary to decide if he/she is going to be notarized or not.
9. With the Notary’s signed certificate, the Data Buyer can close the given Data Response
(a.k.a. Data Transaction). The contract will verify this certificate and transfer the money
to the Data Seller in scenarios (a) and (b), or to the Data Buyer in scenario (c).
For all this to happen, the Data Buyer or the Notary must call the ’close Data Response’
method over the smart contract. And finally, the contract calls the transfer method to
send the tokens to the Data Seller or to the Data Buyers account.
10. If the Data Buyer decides to stop receiving new Data Responses, he may close
permanently the Data Order contract.
3.5

Examples of Real World Market Participants

We illustrate the market roles with two examples.
3.5.1

Bank Credit Card Transactions

Suppose that the Data Seller is a client of a Bank, who offers on the market his (anonymized)
credit card transactions. The Data Buyer can be any entity requiring transactional data to train its
machine learning models.
In this example, the Bank is the ideal Notary since:
–

The Bank can verify that the Data Seller is actually a client of the Bank, by requiring
the Data Seller to provide information that authenticates him/her.

–

The Bank can act as a Notary in case of conflict, and verify whether the information
of credit card transactions sent by the Data Seller to the Data Buyer is valid and
trustworthy (in particular, by comparing with the Bank’s own records of the client’s
credit card transactions).
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3.5.2

Location Data

Suppose that the Data Seller is a client of a Telecommunications company, who offers on the
market his (anonymized) records with location information. The Data Buyer can be any entity
requiring location data to train its machine learning models.
In this example, the
Telecommunications company (Telco) is the ideal Notary since:

4.

–

The Telco can verify that the Data Seller is actually a client of the Telco, by requiring
the Data Seller to provide information that authenticates him/her.

–

The Telco can act as a Notary in case of conflict, and verify whether the location
information sent by the Data Seller to the Data Buyer is valid and trustworthy (in
particular, by comparing with the Telco’s own records of the client’s location when
he used mobile phone services).

An Implementation of the Wibson Data Marketplace

Decentralized Applications description. There are three decentralized applications to operate
on Wibson, one for each type of participant, which enable them to follow the entire protocol
previously described.
4.1

Data Seller dApp

With this decentralized app, the Data Seller may perform any of the following on-chain
operations:
–

Listen to new Data Orders placed on the blockchain.

–

Accept Data Orders with a new signed Data Response.

–

Check if a Data Response was approved, i.e. selected to be bought.

–

Receive a payment for the sold data.

–

Keep track of the token balance in the wallet.

As well as carry out the following off-chain operations:
–

Store locally the data owned.

–

Integrate with external data sources such as social networks, other devices and so on.

–

Send the data to the buyers public URL when it corresponds.
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–
4.2

Send Data Responses to the buyers public URL when the user wants to sell.

Data Buyer dApp

With this decentralized app, the Data Buyer may perform any of the following on-chain
operations:
–

Place new Data Orders on the blockchain, specifying in each one of them the wanted
audience, as well as the rest of the information stated in Section 3.3.

–

Add to the contract the Data Responses that he or she is willing to buy.

–

Pay the Seller for the data.

–

Pay the fee to a Notary.

–

Keep track of the token balance in the wallet.

–

Sign transactions.

As far as off-chain operations are concerned, the dApp also:

4.3

–

Provides an API which the user may expose publicly in order to receive Data
Responses or data itself.

–

Keeps track and shows the status for every Data Order placed and Data Responses
received.

Notary dApp

With this decentralized app, the Notary may perform any of the following on-chain operations:
– Agree to act as Notary when requested by Data Buyer.
–

Sign transactions.

–

Keep track of the status of every transaction in which the notary is involved.

–

Receive the fee for every arbitration done.

–

Keep track of the token balance in the wallet.

As well as carry out the following off-chain operations:
–

Be notified when a challenge was requested either by the Data Buyer or the Data
Seller.

–

Validate the information.
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–

Sign audit results.

Note: Notaries have a public profile with public “seller acceptance rules”. If a Data Seller
chooses to use a certain Notary, he is accepting implicitly that he is eligible to be notarized. If it
is not, the Notary may automatically judge against him. For example: if a Data Seller is selling
bank data and choosing a bank as a notary, he may be accepting that he is a customer of that
bank. This ensures that the Notary is able to judge the quality of a sellers data.

5.

Conclusion

In today’s economy, data equals money. Unfortunately, that exchange hasn’t made its way into
consumer wallets until now. Our aim with the Wibson decentralized marketplace is to change
this dynamic by restoring the individuals’ ownership over their personal information.
The Wibson marketplace presented in this paper will not only benefit consumers by providing
them the ability to control and monetize their personal information, it will give corporate
marketers and advertisers access to high quality, verified data and an explicit consumer consent
mechanism which will be absolutely critical as new privacy regulations come into effect.
By supporting the principles of transparency, anonymity, fairness and control, we believe that the
Wibson marketplace will gain the individual trust and business confidence needed to develop a
vibrant data marketplace, that represents a fundamental change in the way marketers collect and
use personal information as well as their creation of profiles of individuals. Wibson will provide
marketers access to data types and individual characteristics that were, for many marketers,
previously unavailable, even if they were working through the biggest advertising platforms. We
intend that the Wibson marketplace will be the start of a personal information revolution.
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